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STRICT COMPLEX CONVEXITY

ROBERT CARMIGNANI

Abstract. The strictly subharmonic and strictly plurisubharmonic functions

are characterized using distribution theory, namely, the distributional Lapla-

cian and the distributional complex Hessian. Then the analogous results for

strictly convex functions are given.

Introduction. In this work we first characterize strict subharmonicity using

the Laplace operator in the distributional sense (Theorem 1.6). From this and

the well-known fact that plurisubharmonicity is characterized by the distribu-

tional complex Hessian form we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions

(Theorems 1.7 and 1.10) for a function to be strictly plurisubharmonic. Exam-

ple 1.9 shows however that the two conditions are not equivalent.

Finally, we give the analogous results for strictly convex functions.

0. Notation. For ß an open set in C" (which we identify with R2") tf)(tt) is

the space of all infinitely differentiable functions with compact support in ß,

whose dual space is the set of distributions in ß,^'^)- For a distribution

T G <%'(&), T > 0 means that T(d>) > 0 for all nonnegative <j> G ^(ß) (i.e. T

is positive1) and T > 0 means that T(<b) > 0 for all nonnegative d> (<f>

# 0) in <3)(ß) (i.e. T is strictly positive2).

L (ß) denotes the space of Lebesgue integrable functions on ß and a.e.

means almost everywhere with respect to Lebesgue measure.

Arbitrary elements of C" and R" are denoted respectively by z = (z,,...,
1/7

zn) and x = (x,,... ,xn). \z\ = (zz)     where z is the complex conjugate of z.

Int A and A denote respectively the interior and the closure of A.

1. Complex convexity.

Definition 1.1. A function u defined in an open set ß C C and with values

in [-oo,+00) is called strictly subharmonic if

(a) u is upper semicontinuous in ß.

(b) For every compact set K C ß and every continuous function h on K
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which is harmonic in Int K and is > u on the boundary of K we have u < h

in Int Ä".

Definition 1.2. A function u defined in an open set ß C C" is said to be

strictly plurisubharmonic in ß if

(a) u is upper semicontinuous in ß.

(b) For arbitrary z G ß and w E C", the function t —> w(z + tw) is strictly

subharmonic in {t E C: z + tw E ß}.

For </> E ^(ß) the distributional complex Hessian H(u;<¡>) of a locally

integrable function « in an open set ß C C", determines a Hermitian form

(1.3) (Hiu; <¿>K a) =   |  /   w(z) |Äa.^ ^(z),        «EC",
j,k-\ j     k

and A denotes the Lebesgue measure. Now for each nonnegative d> E <>D(ß) (<f>

# 0), (1.3) is positive semidefinite (or respectively positive definite) if and only

if for each fixed nonzero a E C", the distribution defined by (//(w;<t>)a,a) as

<j> ranges over <>D(ß) is positive (or respectively strictly positive).

We shall use the following well-known result (for a proof see [5, p. 80]).

Theorem 1.4. Let u * —oo be plurisubharmonic in an open set ß C C". Then

(1.3) is positive semidefinite for each nonnegative <j> E ^(ß). Conversely, if u is

locally integrable and (1.3) is positive semidefinite for each nonnegative <p

E ^(ß), then there exists a unique plurisubharmonic function v in ß such that

u = v a.e. in ß.

Let A be the Laplace operator in R . For any locally integrable function u

in an open set ß C C, let Au be the distribution defined by Aw(<i>) = f wA<f>, <j>

E <>D(ß). Then Theorem 1.4 when n = 1 is equivalent to

Theorem 1.5. If u # — oo is subharmonic in ß, then Aw > 0 in ß. Conversely,

if u is locally integrable in ß and Aw > 0 in ß, then there exists a unique

subharmonic function v in ß such that u = v a.e. in ß.

A proof of this theorem is given in [5, p. 67] and in [2, p. 19].

Theorem 1.6. If u * -co is strictly subharmonic in an open set ScC, then

Aw > 0 in ß. Conversely, if u is locally integrable in ß and Aw > 0 in ß, then

there exists a strictly subharmonic function v in ß such that u = p a.e. in ß.

Proof. Assume that w * — oo is strictly subharmonic in ß. Then by Theo-

rem 1.5 we have that Aw > 0. Since a positive distribution is defined by a

unique positive measure, there exists a unique positive measure p such that

Aw(4>) = f <pdp, for all <b E ^(ß). Now suppose that Aw were not strictly

positive, that is, suppose there exists a nonnegative ^ E ^(ß) (^ # 0) such

that Aw(^) = 0. Then {z: Sr'(z) > 0} is a nonempty set of /¿-measure zero. Let

ß, be any domain in {z: ^(z) > 0}. Then u(cj>) = f <t>dp = 0 for all <$>

E ^(ß,). This means that w is a distributional solution of Aw = 0 in ß,. By

Weyl's lemma there exists a harmonic function w such that u = w a.e. in ß,,
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and since u is subharmonic u = w in ß,. But this contradicts the strict

subharmonicity of u.

On the other hand, assume that u is locally integrable in ß and that Aw > 0

in ß. Then by Theorem 1.5, u equals a subharmonic function v a.e. in ß. Now

suppose that v is not strictly subharmonic in ß. Then there exists an open set

ß2 C ß such that v is harmonic in ß2.3 This implies that Av(<b) = A«(<#>) = 0

for all (f> G 6D(ß2), which contradicts the strict positivity of Am. This completes

the proof.

Remark. Theorem 1.6 is valid for strictly subharmonic functions in R",

where C is replaced by R" and A is the Laplacian in R".

Theorem 1.7. Let u ^ — oo be strictly plurisubharmonic in an open set

ß C C". Then (1.3) is positive definite for each nonnegative <¡> (<f> ̂ 0) in ^(ß).

Proof. By Theorem 1.4, (1.3) is positive semidefinite for each nonnegative

<í> G ^(ß). Now suppose that there exists a nonnegative ^ (^ # 0) in ^(ß)

such that (1.3) is not positive definite, that is, suppose that (//(m; SÈ^on,^) = 0

for some nonzero a0 G C". Let T be the distribution defined by (H(u;<b)a0,

a0) as <b ranges over ^(ß). Then T is positive but not strictly positive since

Tfö) = 0. The positivity of T implies that there exists a positive measure p.

such that T(<p) = $ <í>d¡i. Let ßt be any domain in {z: ^(z) > 0}. Then

T((j>) = 0 for all <i> G ^(ßj). Let La be the differential operator defined by

n

L° = ..2,fl;ff.
32

jf.r* nzj^k

Then u, thought of as a distribution, satisfies La (u) = T. Hence « is a

distributional solution in ß( of the homogeneous equation La = 0. This

means that the regularizations ue of u are classical solutions of this equation in

ß, for e sufficiently small. It is well known (see [2, p. 45]) that for any compact

set K C ß, ue is plurisubharmonic on a neighborhood of K for all e smaller

than some e0. Furthermore, the ut decrease and converge to u. Since ßj C ß,

an application of the chain rule when £ < e0 yields

"    92w (z)

(1.8) J J    k

_ d2ut(z° + to)

~ 3rrjf '

for all z° + ra = z G ßj where t G C. Since La (u) = 0 in ß] we see from

(1.8) that for each £ < e0 the function t —> ue(z° + ra0) is harmonic in some

open set in C for each z° G ß,. For fixed z° G ßj and e < £0, each ue(z°

+ TA0) is harmonic in a fixed open set ß0 C C. Now ue(z° + ra0) converges

to u(z° + Tö0) in l'(^o) as £ ^ 0, for any compact set K0 C ß0 (see [3, p. 3]

for a proof). So by Holder's inequality we obtain that

3 This follows from the maximum principle.
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«.('  + ™o)^|r -* "(z° + ™o)"ä^r

inL1(ß0)foreach<i) E ^(ty,).

Thus by Weyl's lemma (or also by Theorems 1.5 and 1.6) we can conclude that

w(z + tû0) is harmonic in ß0, which contradicts the strict plurisubharmonicity

of u. This proves the theorem.

If w is a locally integrable function in ß such that (1.3) is positive definite

for each nonnegative <f> E ^(ß) (<£ *■ 0), then by Theorem 1.4 there exists a

plurisubharmonic function v such that w = v a.e. in ß. However, as the

following example shows u need not be strictly plurisubharmonic.
") J

Example 1.9. Define w: C —> R by w(z,,z2) = |z,z2| . For any nonzero

a E C and any nonnegative <f> (<#> * 0) in ^(C2), we obtain from integra-

tions by parts that

2     - d2^z)
t;—¿r=-az, a az1 a az, a az->

j,k=\j^ ■dzjdzk 2
4(.rY(w ;<£)£., a) =   2    f 2 |z1z2l2a,a^a    a- "zi A ^z2 A <^zi A dz

j,k= 1 ■'C vzj®zk

= J 2 (|a,z2 + a2zx |  )<í>(z)í/z,  A ¿z2 A ¿/z,  A ¿z2 > 0,

since |fl, z2 + a2z! | > 0 except for a set of measure 0 in C2 and since d> > 0

on an open set in C2. By Theorem 1.4, u is plurisubharmonic in C2 (this also

follows from the fact that w is the modulus of an entire function in C2); but u,

vanishing on the variety zx ■ z2 = 0, is not strictly plurisubharmonic.

From the case n = 1 (Theorem 1.5), we obtain the following sufficient

condition for strict plurisubharmonicity.

Theorem 1.10. Let u be locally integrable in an open set ilcC". If for

arbitrary z E ß and arbitrary nonzero a E C" the function uz (t) = w(z + ar)

satisfies Auza > 0 as a distribution in {t E C: z + ar E ß}, then there exists a

strictly plurisubharmonic function v in ß such that u — v a.e. in ß.

Proof. Let w£ be the regularizations of w. Then from (1.8) we have that, for

arbitrary nonnegative <#> E ^(ß) and any z = z° + ar E ß,

(92w£(z)/3t3t)<í)(z) > 0 if e is sufficiently small. From this we obtain by

integration that (H(ue;<t>)a,ä) > 0. Since we -» u in ^'(Q), it follows that

(H(u;<$>)a,a) > 0. Hence by Theorem 1.4, there exists a plurisubharmonic

function c in SÎ such that u = v a.e. in ß. Now Avza = Auza > 0, so by

Theorem 1.6 we can conclude that v is strictly plurisubharmonic in ß, which

completes the proof.

We shall now give the analogues of Theorems 1.6, 1.7 and 1.10 for convex

functions. For a detailed account of the analogies between convex functions

and plurisubharmonic functions see [1] and [5].

Let ^f denote the second distributional derivative of a locally integrable

function/on (a,b).
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Theorem 1.11. If f is strictly convex* on (a,b), then ^f > 0 in (a,b).

Conversely, if f is locally integrable on (a,b) and ty2f > 0 in (a,b), then there

exists a strictly convex function g in (a, b) such that f = g a.e. in (a, b).

Proof. The proof, which follows from the analogue of Theorem 1.5 for

convex functions (see [1], [4], or [5]), is essentially the same as the proof of

Theorem 1.6. The details will not be repeated.

Let ß be an open convex set in R". For ¿> G ^(ß), let HR(f; <¡>) denote the

distributional real Hessian of a locally integrable function / in ß.

Theorem 1.12. Let ß be an open convex set in R". Iffis strictly convex in ß,

then

(HR(f;<t>)a,a) =   ¿    f  f(x)a,ak^-^-dx > 0y   RVJ.ry      /      jju^fojx     j   k$x.dXk

for any nonzero a G R" and any nonnegative <f> (d> ̂  0) in <>D(ß).

The proof of this theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem 1.17 and so is

omitted.

Example 1.13. Let ß = {(x,, x2) G R2; x2 > 0} and define /: ß -> R by

f(x„ x,)'= x,/x7. Then

(HR(f;cb)a,a)

= I 2x2/x2\2a2 + (2a, — a2x,/x2)2Wx|, x2) dxx dx2 > 0

for any nonzero a G R2 and any nonnegative d» (¿> ̂  0) in °D (ß). By the

analogue of Theorem 1.4 for convex functions (see [1] or [5]),/is convex in ß.

However,/is not strictly convex since it vanishes for x, = 0.

Theorem 1.14. Let f be locally integrable in an open convex set ß C R". If for

arbitrary x G ß and arbitrary nonzero a G R" the function fx a(t) = f(x + ta)

satisfies <>D fxa > 0 as a distribution in {t G R: x + ta G ß), then there exists a

strictly convex function g in ß such that / = g a.e. in ß.

The proof, which is similar to the proof of Theorem 1.10, is omitted.

Remarks. (1) All of the corresponding theorems for strictly (plurisuperhar-

monic, superharmonic, and concave) functions are obvious and will not be

stated.

(2) Note that x4 + yA defines a strictly convex function in R2 and a strictly

subharmonic function in C, and that |z, |4 + |z2|4 defines a strictly plurisubhar-

monic function in C2. However, these functions are not strictly subharmonic

(resp., strictly plurisubharmonic) in the sense of [2] or [6].

(3) In [7], neither of the functions r (r(z, w) as defined on p. 266 and p. 268

of [7]) is strictly plurisubharmonic in any neighborhood of (0, 0), since in each

case r restricted to z = 0 is harmonic. However, the function u defined by

In the geometric sense.
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uiz,w) = Rew+ |w|8 + y|w|2Rew6+ |z|8 + y |z|2Re z6

is strictly plurisubharmonic in C2, but the surface S in C2 determined by w = 0

also does not admit a holomorphic support function at (0, 0). This follows from

Theorem C in [7].
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